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My grip on the laces was just right.
And with the fluid motion of Nolan Ryan,
I reared back and let it fly...
It was a crisp throw, with just the right amount of
pepper...

So that when you lifted your glove to catch it,
the poem hit dead in the pocket with an eternal smack.

Eric Graf
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Eden Park
They are coming back now,
Bleating like lambs and garlanded like cows,
Not with primroses and peonies from pastures,
But with used and discarded flowers
From area funeral parlours.
The metallic clatter of their chairs
Ripples past the nurses' alcove and the stairs
Down the long stretch of sanitized corridor.
They are nearly here now, herded along the tiled floor
By the dutiful attendants
With smiles as facile as Saran Wrap,
And as put on.
Crazy Minnie is wheeled in first
By Big Bertha, the black nurse;
Then Mary, a virago, paralyzed
On her left side and, finally, fat Mrs. Feglio,
Whom I have dubbed the Captain.
She can walk but prefers to ride.
Varicose veins course like blue lightning
Through her large legs. When she goes to sleep,
We all go to sleep.
Afternoons unfurl into evenings; evenings distend
To dusk and into night. Nephews and nieces never
Visit. There are only the visitors
One doesn't want to see-institutional
Visitors: punctilious, mechanical, regular.
Thick and black as kites, they hover
Over us in the allowed hours.
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Easter Sunday and each is resurrected
By their holiday kin save Minnie and me.
She wriggles in her chair, like an eel in a johnboat.
She'd capsize it if she could to get free.
We sing the only song
She knows, "0 Tannenbaum."
The words float like filament
Down a hall quiet as a crypt.
Outside Springs surges like a steed.
Why are all the windows locked?
For God's sake, let me breathe! Let the sun
Color my skin a deep antique bronze as if I'd
Just sailed in from the Azores or beyond!
Let the wind tousle my hair into fine ringlets
Or knots! Let me look blousy, as I'd been
Spun about in a Southwester!
Sunset: the maple outside our window
Is drenched in living green.
I long to touch the green, living leaf.
Caught between pane and screen,
A lunatic moth beats its wings,
Palpitating in inner space,
Fluttering like a dying flame.
In my chair, I doze... dream.
The tree's tendrils and branches break glass.
Mrs. Feglio screams and Minnie laughs
Deliriously, more than ready to go.
Green hands and arms grasp us,
Old women, wards of the state.
Cradled in leafy boughs,
Far above the serene havoc of Eden Park,
We are rocked to sleep like newborns.

Jerome L. Wyant
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To An Iraqi Soldier
I know you through filtered lenses.
You've made others into objects:
a Kuwaiti grocer has become an ashtray;
a Kuwaiti mother, a cushion for the force of your bayonet.
These two and thousands
dried up in the desert.
Starved, soles of sandals flapping,
you kiss the hands and feet of soldiers who
can't bear to look at you.
Humiliated for you, one waves you to a tent where
you may eat before the long march.
Where will you go, you who learned to
bite the heads off birds smaJJ, white, and
trembling with life, you who cheered and
prayed when this battle was named "mother of all"?
Pray to the mother you have living or not
who held and nursed you a score ago.
Pray she will take you back to the cradle
where we first waked; pray that
you may sleep despite the stifled children you hear
wailing in the dark of an ancient place.

Sheila Drain
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Smudges
I sit sprawled on the cold marble floor in too small Jordache jeans and
make magic with charcoal at age eight. My art teacher says the drawing is
good, but I don't believe her. Even at eight I couldn't take a compliment or
be satisfied with what I had accomplished. Looking up at the statue, then
back down to my drawing, I try to figure out the way the shadows play
games on the hawk's neck. My young mind wanders to how the fish floats
in my teacher's shirt. It is a strange shirt with a plastic pouch and a rubber
fish, (or is the pouch rubber and the fish plastic?) l wish I had a shirt like
that. The fish swims as she walks, but it seems always to run into the pouch,
constricted by it.
I look back to the hawk. It is mean, with beady eyes and a
highlighted crushing beak. It sits on its stone perch calmly, and will never
move. I wonder what it would be like to never be able to move, encased in
stone forever, looking at everyone looking at you. Miss Tomanski, my
teacher, walks across the spacious room, fish bobbing, hovers above me,
and then walks away. Doesn't she know I'm looking for approval?
Since I am done I walk to the bathroom, hands charcoal black and
dusty. The security guards watch me as I walk, telling me with their
observant eyes not to touch anything on the way. I hate it when people look
at me. I finally reach the bathroom, escaping the guards, and turn the water
on, leaving my black mark on the brass handle. The water rushes down the
sink, carrying with it a black river of chalk. I look in the mirror. I have a
smudge on my chin and a space between my teeth. I wash the smudge off
and walk back to the hawk room, but before I return I stop to look at my
favorite painting. It is skinny and very taU, towering over my small frame.
It has three purple and red acrobats falling, legs entangled, to their next
trapeze. It amazes me how they can be so controlled, yet fly high in the air
intertwined with each other. Back in the hawk room, I meet my mother.
She praises my picture. As we walk out of the room, I look back at the
bobbing fish, then up to the flying trapeze artists.

Julie Menke
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Someone Take Me Dancing to the Edge
of the World So I Can Jump
I want to embrace divine funk
but faith is dust
and trust
for the criminally insane.
Now I chain smoke everything that happens to me
in my personal gridlock
of life and death.
I eat my school books for breakfast.
I Jive off blood-thinning aspirin.
All my letters come back with rain stains.
My name gets blacker every day.

What I really want is to crawl back into the womb and be
unborn
because now all I see are long funeral processions.
All I hear are of friend's engagements.

Cathy Celebrezze
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Sun Rise and Set on the Edge of Elysium
l sometimes fancy the sun shines brighter for me
when all is leafy green and deeply morning wet
and warming in a gleam I might meet a man
who's melted on and beyond the page
a glistening rustling image
Intense
and
gone
An after amber cooling soothes a subtle bum
pricked by a dryness that wouldn't melt
as I gently lie in my leafy sleep
where death is a dream
and let the dari<qulet snow
cover my name

Christopher Martine
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In The Tea Time of Eternity
In the tea time of eternity
A greasy-haired old man makes no sense
Drowning in drops of fonnuJa
-spoon fed, spoon dropSugar cube melt, melt away.
Smoking pot, wherefore up
When down I flame, to filter the change
-steam staling, 0 stealingCarbon breathing working on a break.
In the tea time of eternity
Late men eat their crumpets
-hand stuff, tooth crunchMunch, munch away.
Two candles on grandma's cake.
And we worry about lost grinds?
What if?-ln the tea time of eternity
I could hoard those precious particles
and wait to brew my pot.
Would the taste be so much sweeter due to weight? or-?
wait
Lonely woman sip your cup.
Coldtcatears young and old
Drop, drop away cool the heat
Reheat not a thing.
Aroma always leads me to-Arrival
Arrival-that special flavor (only {for we] that have)
Sweeter for dessert and (experienced the smaJI hours and)
Better with time (the impatient sips (know})
In the tea time of eternity
What are a few cups and a handful of days
in comparison to a thousand servings ((of Love}) yet to taste?

Sutton Kinter
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Tapestry
The first and only time time I met Madame Timirov, she told me that
the Fabrege egg was the epitome of cultural achievement. She also told me
that it's not the easiest thing to be au then tic. "Marushka," she said with her
crumbling baklava accent, "you will become yourself." Her voice was ice
and gravel in a whiskey glass and every time she spoke I felt wanner
inside.
It was snowing that day, my first in Baltimore, and the flakes
mel ted into tiny rivers on the grooves of her face. Her blonde poodle, Kiki,
nipped at the falling snow until he decided the cabby's leg would taste
better. I stood in the slush ofthe gutter, trying to balance four of her black
leather bags.
Timirov is a friend of my cousin Stark. Actually, I think Stark's
uncle used to be married to her a couple of years ago and their divorce
wasn' t messy enough for hard feelings. She treated me like family, even
though I wasn't, and the big orange kiss she'd planted on my forehead
only seconds before was probably half a tube of lipstick.
"Come here, Kik," I said.
Timsie was letting me stay awhile at her place here while she went
shuff1ing off to New Zealand. I didn't know why she was doing either of
these things and I didn't what to ask. To me she was just a pint-sized
guardian angel with a precocious poodle and a warm heart.
My parents were hippies and they named me Rain and Stark says
I was probably fucked up before birth. Whenever I did something
particularly stupid, like paint our Dalmation Chavez some extra spots
(green ones) or push my arch-enemy James out of a tree, my dad would
blame my mom: "She's like this because you were three months pregnant,
Maggie." I don't think she messed up my genes but both of them did a
pretty good job on my head.
I was a big surprise, conceived on the green leather couch of my
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dad's studio apartment in Ch1cago where both of them were su pposedly
going to college. What they were really doing was pro testing everything
and smoking a lot of hash. Their approach to parenting was pretty
phl1osophical, by which I mea n tha t lhey were full o f theories that were
absolutely useless in practice. They would sneak stuff from "The
Communist Manifesto" into my bed time stories and for years I thought
that The Ca t in the Hat ended wi th a revolt by the workers. When I went
through an episode of bed-wetting, they didn't ask Dr.Spock. Instead they
got out the old yin and yang coins and consulted the I Ching about the
overpowering presence of water in my life. And I sat there in my little red
sandals, eating granola and yogurt with flowers in my hair, making
friends with the sons and daughters of mystics, fruitcakes, and half-baked
folk singers.
James was the son of none of these people. His dad was a banker
and his mom was a housewife and my parents felt sorry for them because
they were trapped in a capitalist lifestyle. I wanted them to be my parents
because they fed their kids white bread . I hated James because he was the
boy next door. He hated me because I was two years younger than him and
a girl on top of that. When I was twelve, right after my father left, James
cornered me behind our pottery shed and kissed me. I punched him in the
face and knocked out his left front tooth. After that we were friends and
he's the one that introduced me to Tyler.
The day I turned twenty-one, Tyler took me up in a purple hot air
balloon. We'd been married about a year then, and Tyler wanted a kid. I
wanted to be Peter Pan.lt was late October and all of the trees in the Indiana
valley were yellow. About twenty minutes outside of town there was a
soybean farmer who raced hot-air balloons. Tyler knew him from The
Black Rooster, this backwoods bar he used to go to with his drinking
buddies. He thought if he was romantic and silly and stopped
psychoanalyzing me all the time, then I would give in to this kid thing. He
was wrong.
I woke up that morning to the sound of traffic. I thought I was
dreaming because it was stili real early and I seemed to be moving in a car.
I opened my eyes to check and I couldn't see anything. I had just decided
that I must be a blind truck driver in this dream when I heard Ty laughing.
"Tyler," I said. "What the hell is going on?"
"It's a surprise."
"OK," I said. "So I'm surprised. Can I take the blindfold off now?"
"Nope."
I was starting to get aggravated. "Come on Tyler. Where are we
going?" At this point I was having wild visions of Tyler kidnapping me
and holding me hostage in a one room shack without a bathroom until I
consented to the idea of a baby Tyler running around. "Please, please let
me take the blindfold off...Tyler?"
I could hear him moving around but he wouldn't answer me.
"Tyler!" His name came out in a screech. 'Where are we going?"
"We're going to return your birthday presents because you're
such a crab and while we're out I mightstopatWives-R-Usand trade you
in on a new model," he said. "Soifi were you I'd just sit there and shut up."
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I turned my face toward the window, which seemed to be open,
and made faces into the breeze for a while. The wind smelled good, like
pine and values. My head was a little fu zzy from the pot we'd smoked at
James' house the night before and the air seemed like it was going into my
brain to clean house. There weren't any sounds anymore, except the truck
and Tyler's humming.
"HeyTy?"
"Forget it. I'm not turning around, I'm nottaking the blind fold off,
and I'm not telling you where we're going. Anything else, Stormy?"
"Well hello, Dr. Jung," I said." Areweconductinga li ttle experiment
on human behavior today?"
He just laughed and reached over to pull the blindfold off. We
were in woods. That was aJJ I could make out. Trees and branches and
yellow leaves and it was all rushing by so fast. Tyl~r docs everything fast.
Well, not everything. I looked over at him, his hands resting on the big
black steering wheel. Every so often a piece of red-brown hair would faiJ
down into his eyes and he'd move those hands to push it back. I loved Tyler
for his hands. They were long and his fingers were slender with squa re
tips. They were the strongest thing about him. He caught me looking and
he turned his chin to face me, his eyebrows up. His eyes had tumed black,
which by then I recognized as a sign of some deep emotion.
"Guess where we're going," he said.
''We're driving into the sunrise to live happily ever after."
"You ride into the sunset for happily ever after," he said.
"Does that mean we're going to Jive sadly ever after?"
"If we stay together it does."
Tyler had a real knack back then for making our marriage seem
about as permanent as a sandcastle. The castle might have had a lot of
rooms, but that didn't make it last forever. This whole baby thing was part
ofit. I was not going to have a kid if thefatherwasnotgoing to stick around .
I didn't trust Tyler yet. I mean, we'd only been married a year and if he was
going to keep making these half-sarcastic, half-serious remarks then he
was never going to get a kid out of me. I didn't care if he was getting older
and he wanted to have the damn thing while he was still young. Twentyeight wasn't that old and kids could wait. Tyler couldn't.
"Babe-" he said.
"Tyler, you suck." I got as far as unlocking the door and swinging
one leg out before he got me ina headlock. We drove for about a mile with
the dashboard inches away from the back of my head and my cheek
smashed into Tyler's hunting coat. When he let me up, I saw the balloon,
hanging like a big purple grape between the sky and the soybeans. It didn't
belong in this Indiana farmland, either.
"Surprise," Tyler said. I gave him a slug on the ann and he got out
of the truck to talk to his pal. I slid down in the scat and watched the balloon
move slightly, first to the left and then to the right. I was fascinated. Tyler
and the inflatable grape's owner came over to the truck.
"Rain, this is Crash MacKenna."
"Crash?" I said. "I hope your name has nothing to do with your
balloon." Crash started laughing and with one hand reached back toreadjust the black baseball cap that covered his balding head. His skin was
beaten brown and his flannel shirt was tucked-in securely.
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"Missy, we got to get you ou t of this here truck and o ver God's
country." I wish this guy was my grandfa ther, I thought. He opened the
door and helped me ou t and before I knew it I was standing in the basket
that held the balloon to the ground. Tyler talked with Crash for a few
seconds longer, all the whilewatchmg mefrombchind hiswircnms. Then
that id iot, my idiot, chmbcd in himself and tossed out the first sand bag.
"You gotta love me," he said, throwing out a few more. For once,
I didn't say anything, just tossed a few of my own. One of them landed
dangerously close to Crash and I started laughing. Tyler laughed too as we
rose above the soybeans. I felt like Icarus, too close to the sun.
Tyler and I drifted across the gray sky until the propane ran out.
We didn't talk about classes or money or kids. We hardly talked at all.
Instead, we watched the land pass below and the clouds pass above while
we marveled at our ease in learning how to fly.
That's the last good memory I have of my time with Tyler and I
think about ita lot as I makemywayaroundTimirov'srowhouse. She has
a painting in her living room by Georgia O'Keefe of a tiger lily. The heart
of the flower is the same color as that balloon.
I am an only child, but I seem to collect older brothers. According
to my mother, I also have quite a catalogoffathers. I like the older brothers
better because I got to pick them all myself. Besides James, who now has
a fake left-front tooth because of me, there's Stark, who's not really my
cousin. I met him when I was six and his parents founded an experimental
commune on the upper-peninsula of Michigan. Stark was nine and 1was
the closest he could come to a playmate in that wilderness of adults. We
made sand -castles and paddled around in an ancient, musty canoe. Stark
got a camera the first Christmas I was there and he still has a lot of pictures
from Mkhigan. There's one of me hanging in his loft. He says he keeps
them around because they remind him of how far he's come. I'm pretty
sure he's talking more about escaping from the hippie clutches than he is
about his actual photographic techniques.
As for the commune, it kind of died in the late seventies and most
everybody moved down to Chicago. My mom and a couple of her rice cake
friends started an advertising agency to promot'e natural foods and
politically correct causes. I became an urban terror, riding the El to the
other side of the city to see Stark. And my dad set up the pottery shed and
had an affair with the Republican woman next door.
Tylerwasn'ta bad husband, and ifhewasthen most likelyit'smy
fault. I didn't know what normal was or how families acted.Tyler, the
psychologist, found that fascinating, and me, the flake, I'd found a soul
mate. Toothless James thought we were both crazy.
I moved in with James and a bunch of his friends that first year and
the guy who Jived across the hall from me had a St. Bernard named Tiny.
I loved Tiny and that house and my Lit classes and my job at Brad's Bagel
Shoppe. For about a month. Then the twenty-minute walk to class seemed
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a waste of time and the thirty fla vors of bagels seemed a little silly. Jstill
liked Tiny though, it was li ke having a movable couch .
I necdcd somcthingtodowhen I wasn' tin class andJames was off
wi th his bimbo girlfriend, Janey, so I started hanging out wi th Clair, who
worked in the bagel shop with me. She li ved on the next street over in a big
ugly house that contained a dealer somewhere in its depths. James w<ts
watching this whole scene with a great deal of interest. He was the most
parental influence I had at college. Actually, he's probably the most
parental influence I've had period .
He and Tyler were friends from class. I think Tyler was the
teaching assistant in one of James' psych classes or something. I came
home from Clair' sone day and Tyler was sitting in my living room leafing
through the copy of Siddhartha I'd left on the sticky plastic end table. I was
pretty high and I thoughtTylerwasthemostbeautifuland intelligent man
ever created. l slept with him long before I loved him and by the time I
figured out he wasn't all that wonderful, we were married .
I kind of backed into that one. Christmas break came and 1didn't
go home because my mom was on safari. Plus, I promised to feed Tiny.
Tyler didn't go home for breaks. Bloomington was home. James left for
Chicago thinking that this weird attraction was just a passing thing. When
he came back I was already Mrs. Tyler Jackson Pierce. I made a hell of a first
lady.
I haven't used that name since I got here. Stark told Madame
Timirov that l was Rain MacNamara and that's the name 1used to get my
job at the Irish imports shop in Harborplace. I get in my old Honda every
day and I go to work or I drive around the city. Even when I'm at work it's
like a tour ofBaltimore. I sccyoungpunksand old hippies and housewives
and businessmen and career women. I measure up all the people I see,
trying to decide if they are what I want to be when I grow up. No one's
come close yet.
Away from the harbor, in downtown Baltimore, things aren't
quite so nautical. There's a bar in there called MacCreedy's and I used to
stop there after work sometimes and have a beer before I went home.
When I first started going there I'd drink way too much and then I'd get
lost trying to find my way back to Timsie's house and I'd end upon a side
street somewhere in the greater Baltimore vicinity crying my eyes out and
praying for morning. I was late for work a Jot then. I never got fired though,
and after a while I outgrew my happy-hour phase. Now I go home after
work and read fat Russian novels to make myself a better person.

Tyler and I were happy for a while, living in that tiny apartment
above the coffee shop. The smell of coffee would wake us up in the
morning and we'd get up and go to class, thinking that somehow we'd
figure out a way to make a living. I didn't have a job and I hung out with
the same friends I'd had before I was married. It was almost like not being
married at all. Until the baby thing. It started off slowly,like a lot of things,
and I figured it would go away with time. Plus, we only talked about it
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sometimes and 1t was always in a strictly theoretical manner. Like, "If we
ever have a child ... " At least I thought it was theoretical.
One day l came home in a fou l mood because I'd found out that
I bombed a Russian literature exam. Also, I'd seen Clair, myoid bagel pal,
on the walk home from class and she'd asked why Tyler and I hadn't
shown up at her house the Friday before. I'd figu red out that she'd invited
the two of us, through Tyler, to some kind of party and Tyler had somehow
forgotten to mention it.
I walked into our apartment in a really rotten frame of mind and
flopped onto the couch. I could hear Tyler banging around in the kitchen
but I d ecided to just sit there and be mad for a while. Tyler's stupid bust
of Freud was staring at me from on top of its pedestal ncar the bookcase.
I stuck my tongue out at it and felt a little better. There was a book on the
couch, Mgthcrhood, and I picked it up thinking it was for some psychology
project of Tyler's. I was halfway into the introduction before he came out.
"Ha vc you changed your mind?" he said.
"Huh?" J was in mid-sentence.
"Do you want to have a baby?"
That made me look up. "No," I said. "I don't."
Up to this point he'd looked hopeful. "Why not?"
"Look around you Tyler," l said. "We're living in a one-bedroom
apartment in ncar poverty and you want to have a child? I'm twenty years
old, for God's sake. Don't you think we can afford to wait?"
"Rain, honey," he said. "I want to have a baby with you."
1got up off the couch and wa !ked over to the window. Outside a
moving van was hauling some furniture away from the curb. "I'm not
saying we'll never have a baby," I said. "I'm not saying we will either. AU
I'm saying is that we're not having one right now."
"Come on, Rainie. Think about how much fun a kid would be. It'll
be part of us and we can teach him things and he'll love us."
I looked over at him. He was standing in the kitchen doorway
wiping his hands on a towel. He looked completely serious. "Tyler, that's
pathetic. A baby is not a dog. You don't just feed it once a day and then
throw it out in the backyard to fend for itself. Hell, we couldn't even afford
a dog right now."
Now both of us were angry. "You don't trust me."
"Why should I when you can't even give me a simple message
from Clair?"
"You saw Clair today?" At least he had the decency to look a little
ashamed.
"Yeah," I said. "So?"
"She didn't give you anything, did she?"
"Like what?" r said.
"Like I don't know," he said. "Like pot or something."
"Tyler, don't bean idiot. We were standing r~ht out on Kirkwood.
And even if she did give me something, what do you care?"
"I don't think you should be doing drugs anymore."
"I don't seem to recall you ever turning down a hit."
"[ read that it takes a while to dean the drugs out of your system
and I want our baby to be normal," he said.
"We are not having a baby." I was screaming. I threw the stupid
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motherhood book at the walland knocked over Freud's head. Tyler stood
in the same spot he'd occupied during the entire argument and looked at
me like I was crazy. I walked over the Freud's head and jumped on it,
satisfied by the waytheearsand then the nose and that pretentious fucking
beard were crushed under my feet. When Freud was nothing more than
a fine powder I ran out, slamming the door on my way.
I walked for an houraroundcampusby myself. There was a rapist
on the loose in Bloomington then but I was sure if I met up with him, he'd
beagoner.Iended upgoingovcrJames'because i figured Tyler would call
me there so we could do the mutual apology thing. James a nswered his
door and let me in and we played Euchre while I waited fo r Tyler to call.
He never did.

From there, things just got worse. Neither of us were willing to
back down and we were even starting to fight dirty. The balloon ride
cleared everything up for a while, that two-hour ride in the clouds seemed
to mend us a little, but before too long we were worse off than before. Stark
came to visit about a month after Tyler washed my birth control pills down
the kitchen sink. Stark was in Indiana to photograph some basketball
tournament and he got a ride down to Bloomington to meet Tyler. He
stayed five days and neither of us saw Tyler once.
It had gotten to the point where nothing was secure and l wasn't
really all that surprised when. by the fourth day, Tyler sti11 hadn't shown
up. Stark was a little uncomfortable and he was filling all the ashtrays in
our apartment past capacity. He went out to buy a pack of cigarettes that
last night and I wandered around the apartment, waiting for one of them
to return. I tried reading a magazine but the words didn't make sense. I
ended up going into the bathroom to brush my teeth.
I was staring at my face in the mirror while I moved the toothbrush
back and forth in my mouth when I heard someone come in. I didn't move,
just brushed my teeth even more slowly and before long Stark appeared
at the bathroom door.
"Urn... Rain?"
I spitouta mouthful of toothpaste and passed the toothbrush back
and forth under the running water. "Yeah?" I said.
"Is there something you're not telling me about Tyler?"
"Like what?"
"Like where he is."
I squeezed past him an went to lie on the lumpy couch. "I don't
know, Stark."
He was still standing in the bathroom doorway. "You don't?"
I dosed my eyes and covered my face with one arm. I felt the couch
shift under Stark's weight.
"Rain." He leaned over and knocked my arm off my face. "Do you
want to talk about it?"
"No." I sat up and looked at him, his black hair was standing on
end because he'd been pulling on it, and he actually looked concerned.
"I think Tyler and I are having problems."
"You think?"
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" No," I said . " I' m sure we are."
"Do you want to tell me wha t they arc?" He picked me up and set
me d own on his lap and I felt like I shou ld start reci ting my Christmas list.
I got up and leaned against the te levision.
"No," I said. "I can' t, and besides, I can handle this on my own."
Really I just wanted to era wl back on his lap and tell him everything and
make him teiJ me whattodo.l didn't because somehow, I don't know how,
it didn't seem fair to Tyler.
"Okay, it's your call. But Rainie..." he walked over to me and put
his hands on my shoulders. I think he wanted to say something profound
and inspiring but then he changed his mind. What came out was, "I' m
going to make popcorn now."
I never did tell Stark about me and Tyler. And that night we just
ate popcorn and watched old movies and fell asleep curled up against one
another on the big lumpy couch.
I borrowed James' car to drive Stark to the airport the next day. We
were late, even though I drove the sixty miles from Bloomington to
Indianapolis as fast as I could. Stark wasn't worried, he just made touristy
remarks about the farmland and smoked one cigarette after another. I
dropped him off at the terminal and then tried to find a place to park. The
only free spots were on the top of the garage and I ended up running to his
gate so I wouldn't miss saying goodbye. He was standing near the
doorway holding two tickets.
"Come with me, Rain," he said. "Maybe you just need some time
away."
"Stark." I couldn't look at him. "We both know that if I leave I'll
never come back.''
Blue, gray and black business suits rushed past us on their way to
somewhere else. Stark cleared his throat and placed the ticket in the breast
pocketofmyoldjeansjacket.Hegavemcagentlepunchundermyjawand
then uncurled his fist so he could hold my chin up.
"I love you, Rain Storm," he said, and then he let go of my chin.
I watched him get swaJiowed up by the tunnel that led to the
plane, but I didn't watch the take off. Instead, I walked back to the car,
every so often fingering the part of the ticket that poked out of the top of
my pocket. When I got to James' car, I leaned against the hood and watched
the planes take off. My right moccasin had a hole in the toe and the ground
was cold against my skin. I waved to the planes and tried to figure out
whether Tyler would ever come back to me, if maybe it would be safer just
to leave then. In the end, I got in the car and turned towards home. I tried
to drive mindlessly back to Bloomington and I did a pretty good job until
I turned onto our street and almost slammed into a Volvo.
Tyler was making chicken soup when I got inside, his dark red
head bent over the ancient stove. On the table in a milk bottle, there was
a bunch of wilted daisies. He looked up when I dropped my bag on the
floor and his eyes were black. I was willing to believe I'd never lost him.

I had, though I didn't find out until later. While I was busy
showing Stark around Bloomington, Tyler was busy finding a better mate.
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That's not really what he was looking for, but it turns out that's what he
found. He met some thirty-four-year-old Philosophy professor named
Judith in a bar and the two of them decided to get a start on their future
family. He was seeing her an entire month before I found out, a month in
which I stopped going to classes and sat around fingering that airline ticket
to New York for hours at a time.
I had been locked in that pitiful comatose state for so long that I
think Tyler wasn't as afraid to tell me as he should have been. He came in
one day and started shoving clothes into an old army duffle bag, and then
he went for his toothbrush. He leaned the bag against the wall next to the
door.
"I'm moving out," he said.
"You're leaving me?" Even though life with Tyler had stopped
being good forme a long time before, I still loved him. It sounds stupid and
pathetic now, but at the time I still believed in last ditch balloon rides and
saving-grace chicken soup.
"I've met someone else." he told me the rest of the story but an I
really remember is her name and the fact that she was going to make Tyler
a daddy.
"You fuck." I was screaming so loud that I could feel it in my lungs.
"You ass-hole, dickball, male slut. You fuck."
It was pretty obvious that he wasn't expecting this and be<:ause he
seemed to think getting rid of me was going to be easy I wanted to expand
his horizons a little. The keys to his truck were sitting on top of his duffle
and I grabbed them and was out the door, down the stairs, and inside the
truck before Tyler even made it onto the balcony. He thought I was just
going for a drive to sort things out because hedidn' t try to stop me. I stared
at him through the windshield and backed the car up. He had his hands
shoved deep in the pockets of his jeans and his shoulders were all hunched
up. The wind ruffled his hair and flipped his tie back and forth across his
chest.
The first tree I slammed into didn't do much damage, except to
Tyler. He sat on the top step of the stairway with his head between his
hands an I smashed that truck into every tree on the block.
James shipped me off to Stark in New York on that ticket and Stark
treated me like I was sick with the flu. He fed me pop-tarts and Won-Ton
soup and took me to F.A.O. Schwarz and bought me a stuffed giraffe. I lay
on his couch a Jot and stared at the eight*year-old me that hung over the
fireplace. In the photo, my brown hair was braided like an Indian's and I
had on cut-off overalls that had only one working suspender. The other
strap dangled into the tide as I bent over a half-destroyed sand castle,
trying to protect it from the tide.
I stayed in Manhattan awhile, but it's not the friendliest city for
heartbreak. When Stark went on assignment in Trinidad, he sent me off to
Timsie and Baltimore. I like this wise o1d Russian woman's house. I feel at
home in its eccentricity. I even like the wall in the study that's devoted to
the worship of Incan gods. It's that familiar kind of unfamiliar.
I've been hereabout a year, but there's no signofTimsie's return.
Every so often she sends me a postcard filled with some indecipherable
scribble. Even though I can't read them for shit, they make me feel looked
after. The P.S. on one of them I did make out-something about Towson
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State. I went over there the other day and signed up.for a class in Chinese
because 1 fi gured i t was time to s tart o ver. I haven't learned much yet, just
how to say hcJlo and how arc you, but it might be nice to go to C hina and
find a harmless Buddhist monk to study over.
I' m still not old, but I already feel like I've had too much Jifeforone
lifetime. If I keep going at this rate, I bet I have nine lives before I die.

I was ten when my dad overheard me telling Stark that I'd give
him my red sucker if he loved me. That night, when my dad came to tuck
me in, he said, "Love is not a dog, Rain. It doesn't always come when you
call it." He shut the door behind him, but it didn't click. I waited until I
heard him sneak out the back door before I yelJed for Chavez. Not only did
that dog come, he opened the door by himself and gave me a big lick on the
car. He jumped onto my bed, and r fell asleep with him curled up behind
m y k nees.

Angela Fasick
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Solstice Solace
On the soles of summer's traffic leaving,
Winter's clouds arrive
And find me at the beach, searching
A frozen trap, set to suppress wind-whipped waves,
While trees turn raised naked branches toward a tired,
restless, rusting sun.
I stand shore still and look.
Graveled sand anchors stcel-shanked boots.
ranked sticks guard my braced back.
Shore-slapped ice tests skeptic eyes.
With selfsame eyes bared to barrenness,
I kneel solid and press a glassy smoothn'ess.
My breath warms the ice, thick over marbled green water.
Unglovcd, my fist steams
As it polishes an ice spot: wet, hard, cold, dear.
A lone fish can't course through the emerald's frozen heart.
The glazed window chokes an ever-waning world,
Fossilized until the spring thaw
Passes judgment to life freed.
My ally, the memory of things livin~
Beats blind acceptance.
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Beats blind acceptance.
Stasis cured, my steaming fist puddles glassy smoothness in
metallic pangs.
Raw against nature,
Bitter hands force freedom into that unwanting, unwilling
grasp,
And freed life pulses
Through the water's dark marrow.
My boots clump-crunch ice, then sand,
Racing darkness from sea to shoreOn this day ending faster than all others
I turn my back on the engulfing expanse of sea and sky
To breathe a freshness that freezes.

Brian Bishop
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Under the Crystal Forest
One Sunday at midnight I heard the lion in the wind
roar the tidings of early March- freezing rain gathering
to full blown storm, the lion clawing through
the clouds, lunging, scraping at window panes, hurling
the syllables of his roar like angry teeth
upon the roofs of Greater Cleveland.
It was hard sleeping that night, I

pressed to the comforter and felt not
unlike someone sleeping on an ocean beach,
each wave of the storm flinging up the dark-down deep,
scouring the shore, engulfing old landmarks.
Monday dawned grey and cold. Schools closed
and freeways clogged- radio voices read the litany.
But by evening the weather turned around: the sky sang
sapphire; sunlight pouring down spelled the word
in the lion's roar, still echoing through the trees.
What had been scarcely seen, hardly heard in the early
grind of another winter Monday, gleamed:
this world, our world huddled by Lake Erie, known
for its flaming river and dead fish, had become
a crystal kingdom. Leafless spindled treesthe old oaks and maples-all of them-sparkled
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in their storm-borne sheathes like glass figurines: castles
and fairy kingdoms touched by the torch of the sun.
I walked under the crystal forest, lately
the University grounds, dreaming I was a Romantic,
a Keats or other poetic soul, feeling
the universe tremble, hearing the strummings
of a long-closeted Aeolian harp. I circled the Quad,
straggling while others brisked off for class. Here
and there snow avalanched from the gables, startling
those beneath. I felt compelled to say
"Isn't it pretty? Isn't it wonderful?" to fling
more words at the ice-covered trees, as if
words alone might make them speak.
l was trying to shake my own frost, this
accumulation, the numbness
of my own winter of words.
Or maybe I was still dreaming, straining
as we often do to call to someone some word
of recognition, warning, even farewell, urging forth
words that won't quite come to enfold and hold that
beloved.
And thinking this I opened the library door, entered
other corridors, while the waking dream dripped
and melted in the sunlight, shards
of the crystal forest falling
on concrete and car tops, dowsing the world
out of its new-made sleep.

George Kanieski
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A Thousand Fortunes Sold
The taJJest of the trees
Shall be uprooted by wind,
And the greatest of men will rescind,
At a moment's glance from my love.
Mighty mountains shall bow down,
As I adorn you in nature's crown.
Stars will stop dancing,
And broken hearts be sewn... All
Will stand in awe
At the sight they do behold.
For the beauty that is yours,
A thousand fortunes sold.

Dan Hess
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Soul Mates
A decrepit man walks along
donning a parka,
that probably once
was red.
An old, worn ski-cap
protects his balding head
from the blustery February winds.

From a distance
I can almost hear
the rhythmic creak
resounding from his
weary bones.

Poor old soul,
Your knees seem
to buckle beneath you.
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Are you preparing to fold
into your bed
of eternal rest?

How wrong 1 was.
Your hunched back
blinded my view to
that which ran
behind.

Bending over,
You extend a loving hand,
wrinkled by the pain of a life time,
and embrace
a furry, black-eared friend.

Your drained energy
is resurrected in
his canine soul.

Up he springs
to lick away
your tears
and nip me
in the heart.

Susan Governale
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Breaking Ground
He will not succumb
to the dregs of Cristmas past
needles lost in the green carpet,
broken tw1gs on the grass,
the dead dry thing itself
waiting on the tree lawn
for the city hearse.

lt is over. It is over, he says,
from the clutter of sixty
Christian cycles in his private space.
With a dying limb
of his living self
he picks up a pen
and begins to reroot.

Al Cahen
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Rondeau
At home after her first baby, standing in the shower, she was amazed
to see two streams of mi1k arc from her and hit the shower wall, despite the
pills and the binder. She hadn't really believed she could do it-all that
milk, draining uselessly away with the water. She could have fed her,
given her all she needed.
Her parents' marriage hadn't been a love match, but that's how it
was done in those days not far from the old country. He was twenty and
had a good job at the miJl and put all his paycheck in the bank every week
except for enough to get drunk on, Friday and Saturday nights. And he
was hot and needed a wife.
She stayed home because her mother needed her to help with the
new baby brother or sister every year. And she was a good girl because if
she wasn't, her father would beat her. "When I got married and had a
baby," she said years later, "it was like I was free for the first time in my
life. And !learned to love him."
After that day in the shower the pills and the binder worked and
the milk never arced from her again. Her husband didn't help with the
baby at all and that was how she liked it. He was amazed at how much she
knew about taking care of her- how competently she lifted her, wet and
slippery, from her bath; how she always knew exactly what the baby
needed when she cried.
She gave all the night bottles, and if she resented him, she was too
proud to let him know she needed more sleep. She grew jealous of her free
time and took to rising early while they both slept to do her housework.
She was surprised to learn she was good at so many things. The baby was
as healthy and as clinically clean as any hospital nurse could keep her; far
more efficiently than her mother had done, she rna naged her small house
and control led her husband without his knowing it. She cleaned her oven
once a week, experimented with cooking more sophisticated meals than
her mother's peasant stews and paprik.ash, and taught herself to sew.
Discovering again that she liked todraw,shefound she was good a tit. And
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even without enough sleep, she had more energy than she'd ever had in
her life.
Then there were coll ege courses at night and she got up even
earlier, before the children woke, to do her homework. Ther e was nothing
she needed but time; she was greedy for it, and their waking hours were
just interludes between the hours of her real life. Home from the hospital
after her second operation, she stands shivering next to the shower door,
naked and wet, forcing herself to look at the ugly incisions where the
round arcs of her breasts were. She can do this herself, but she has forgotten
to lock the bathroom door.
Her daughter hears her crying and comes in, half afraid. But when
she sees her mother's useless fingers trying to cover her nakedness with
the towel, she strokes her wet grey hair, crooning "It's all right, mom. You
don't need to be ashamed. You don't need to be strong."
Need me, mom, she means. For once, please need me.

Sally ]oranko
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Recycling
Stuffing my closets \nth every
stray can, newspaJX' r, bottle,
I've trashed my apartment
w1th a recycling binge,
hoping to make the world
a little neater.
But I've learned that
there is no more matter
in the universe
than there was before.
Matter cannot be destroyed,
cannot be created .
It's al1 there-none missing
none more-just transformed.
And I think that
J matter, you matter,
a tree matters, that
oily bird in the Gulf
matters
just different combinations
of all that ever was
and all that will be.
The Great Recycler
wastes no thin& not
even time,
breaking the corporeal
into bits,
and bits,
and bits,
until we are so small,
so elemental,
that we can be absorbed
into anything.
Valerie Finan
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Sunburn: August 5th, Early Afternoon
Terrie drank all the Hawaiian Punch,
so all we have left is just
extra-puckery lemonade;
pee-yellow in blue-flowered Dixie cups
10~ a glass, Terrie says.
No, 5~ a glass.
We compare our collection of mosquito-bite scabs

which bleed freely when we scratch at them;
Terrie says she hates earthworms,
I say I don't mind them,
and I hold one up for ins~ction
dingly-dangling it in front of my eyes.
Terrie squeals.
I tell her 1 have an idea.
We are 5 and 7.
Giggli ng,
with our red cotton tank-tops
slicky-stuck to our backs with sweat,
we race each other to the kitchen
on flap-slappy bare feet
for handfuls of raisins.
They drop from our fists like fireflies.
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We find my Mommy cleaning
in her cut-offs and bikini top
(My family doesn't have air-conditioning
like Terrie's family does)
Mom smells of Pine--Sol and spray starch
when she kisses me,
but with her bandana,
she wipes the sweat from our faces,
and then lovingly slathers us
with coconut-scented sun-block.
Terrie and I run back outside,
wiping the sunblock off with our shirts
so we'll brown and bake,
we polish off the last of our soury-sweet drink supply.
"I don't think this is such a good idea," says Terrie
"Just wait," I teH her.
We gather a soft mound of pliable black fruits,
and a handful of good grassy dirt from the earth.
I pull a magnifying glass from my back pocket,
and suddenly we are laughing again.
Together, we bum raisins
and soft, fleshy earthworms in the sun.

Brandie Lynn Saculla
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We all hold a child
within our arms,
the smallest ragged urchin
of the streets,
from beyond beginning or the end
Who is love
Who dwells within.
The Power that creates the cosmos,
Who has been the world from all eternity
is the very Power
that wags our tongues,
that beats our hearts,
to which we say,
"Teach me and I am taught,"
and "only the child
whose mouth is empty
receives the milk."
And so we empty mouth
and realize
The Great Lord,
The Great Mother
Who takes the child within us
and makes it One
with All there Is
From forever to forever
Beyond the beginning or the end.
0 make me Thy Maternal Touch
for the living and the dead
and in The Now
for The Nearest Thou
In Concert with Thy Love
Beyond all beginning, beyond all end.

James Magner, Jr.
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Left of Heaven
he lied a Ji ttJe
no matter
child
adult
dream rages into nightmare
and glory splinters
and then
he is my son
planets di ffcr
orbits differ
why not he
circling
and in charge ofhis own realm?
the cry for mammon
the king's ransom
a rich lode
and I was it
I remain unclear-

what does one owe
and why and when?
he is my blood
my semen joy
I forget Biblical injunctions
I remember the forgiven sinner
I gave him what he needed
against murmurings

Helen Barna
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A Tin Woman
Her words:
"this too shall pass"
A tin woman,
a ticking heart,
time extracted from life.

What may or may not be:
she is there-not now,
not here,
not with me.

Dave Humphries
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The Station Wagon
In the hills of California.
In the place where I left my station wagon.
It was a blue 1962 Ford but you couldn't get it into second
gear and a very conservative Christian family sold it to me
for a few hundred dollars and I ate dinner with them and the
woman was conservatively crazy and warned me of the
imminent doom and 1 finished my dessert and I believed
her.
So I asked for my money back but she wouldn't let her
husband do what he thought was the right thing to do.
So I drove off into the hills in a junker and within a week
they wouldn't let me off the ward for nothing.
So I took the medication and suffered more than a 1962
station wagon would normally cause.
1

1 bought the station wagon because I loved it like I would
love my own father exccpL more.
So in the hills of California I tried to drive it to the beach but
it broke down and left me with my psyche stuck in second
gear and there was a woman from another continent
who gave the right to travel freely deep into her territory.
And so when I became ill she told me to sit beneath a tree
and she said I would heal but it didn't work and even a
medicine man and a hospital couldn't help me so I slowly
made my way back to Ohio and there was a doctor who
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bathed me and medicated me a nd said he li ked my poems
and said suicide wasn't necessary at this stage in life.
And now I fly the American flag in my pain ted apartment
and I drink tea from China and I write my poems and
organize them into piles below the sunlight on the table
beside the only window where I si t and watch the crows
pick at garbage knowing that I'll ha ve thoughts of my own
someday.
But now mother is ill and I make a pot of soup to take over
to her place and we certainly hope that someday she'll
recover but it is and il1ness that has the power to make me
sick even though it doesn't circulate like a field of ragweed.
And I woke up this morning before sunrise and my mother
is stiJ1
ill

and now she goes to the hospital for her treatments and I am
left to see the progressiveness and watch what I cannot
contain.
Mother used to drive the station wagon with all of us little
ones sitting strapped in waiting patiently to grow up and
watch as the sun rises over a lost array of color photographs
and an imprinted history from a colorful1y and warmly
nurtured past.

Peter Leon
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Trains Always Mean Movement
my hands lose their place, my rhythm is varied
I am hard on watches and I often leave umbrellas
in dear unsuspecting places
once the surge of rain does break
these indicators of an adaptable life
signify an urge to move on
it is a relationship with tides, blue and steady
and the discussions I have had with the moon
my aunt is a singular watch
much overwrought and too finely tuned
to the lunar glow with its confusions
a danger for her to live by such a large lake
she has names to protect her aunt daughter
sister friend but never wife or mother
in the darkness she became an orphan
of time belonging nowhere, to no one
I have read too many books, much as she
and know the difficulty of disengagement
the power of holding secrets with oneself
at times a change of scenery is best
but the moon as unknown proprietor of her sou)
kept her dose to night and she could not
speak nor trust herself to fall or dance
her death was not a decision but a misery

Jeane Poduska
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Memories on Fern Hill
(Inspired by "Memories of Fern Hill" by Dylan Thomas)
Looking back, I still can recall the summers of my childhood. They
were quiet and green, spent by the crystal-dear water with the diamonds
that danced on the Ia ke; I was green among them, green as the grass, wild
and free after a long summer day. The music that lulled me to sleep each
night from the field s drew soft through the leaves up to my window. It
came from the grass and the apple boughs laden so heavy with the laziness
of the previous day.
In the very early mornings, I would come tramping down the edge
of the big, green hill, laughing all the while to myself, as I was transformed
from the little boy with red hair to the prince of the apple towns with
golden locks and eyes that trailed like stars. The sun shone bright as I
captured the trails full with daisies and barley and swung once about the
house and happy yard leaving a trail of song following. I, the young
Dylan, befriended Time, in all his mercy and spent days that would each
in themselves have lasted an eternity down by the hills.
I was trapped in my own time, being as free as l was, with the red
foxes up on the hills who, invariably met my every call with their deepthroated loyal cries to me. I splashed through the streams cold and clear
to reach for the colored jewels I saw (although, often adults would say they
were only pebbles, I knew better).
Then, with the dose of day, I often rode home with the owls, who
carried me to sleep. The nights were forever, because I only imagined to
hear horses in the dark and see the douds outside my window. Often, I
would climb out at night and join them in my play, only to be brought back
to sleep through the cool song of the crickets.
Then, every morning new, I would wake up with the horses who
this time led me past the green fields of praise before all others could rise.
I ran wild and free to meet the foxes and pheasants, honored them all in the
windy morning of tomorrow. I cared nothing except for Fern Hill in the
summer. I was a prince among princes for the few endless mornings I sang
there.
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Then Time once again came as the green began to fade. But I did
not care in my lamb-white days; the moon climbed high while sleep never
came, only called out in the night for me to rome and rule the apple boughs
again. Then back to the farm to wake. Yes, I was young although not
forever; I may have faded in the last summer I spent there, but after all, I
always go back to the days of greener fields that I spent on Fern HilL

Siobhtm Malave
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An Efficient Corporate Nightmare
a curse--sugar-stripped greeting for todaywhy? to myself-in the mirror my grimacea dental plan, a car, what money can
buy- how much for freedomsurely not mine-9to5-my profitable
time--my couch, my resting place-an image of desertbut a vision:
my flesh decayed-forever in repose-great dental planmy smile forever exposed.

David Humphries
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Winter's Glass
The wind blows cold as the day begins,
and remembrances of last eve linger in my ears.
The trampling of hail as it beats the roof
confuses my heart as to its scheme.
Awoken by the night-storm,
my silence is broken
and a mystifying cry shadows my thoughts.
As the sun attempts to surface
and a new day arises
the biting bluster remains to chill my nerves.
The sky holds gray and cold as stone
with the sun advancing eargerly to kiss the edges,
searching for a crack where its light can pervade.
Still heavy,
the clouds hold strong.
Yet towards the end of this bleak, dreary day
there does remain a shimmer of light
where February snows don't seem so bad.
The snows of twilight
now melt in the trees
and form icicles hanging from branch to branch.
Clinging like blades of clear, iridescent glass
each facet is celebrated as the sunlight twinkles
through the dispersed clouds of winter.

Christine DelBalso
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Liberal Arts and Sciences: To the Artists
I envy you poets, painters, musiciansyour will, your consciousness
of every word, stroke, and note.
For there is nothing in your compositions,
no metaphor blue-splashing in a melody,
that you have not precisely placed,
controlling as you create.
But J, a scientist, am subject
to the random motion of molecules
and Heisenberg's harrowing uncertainty.
There's noise in my signals,
fi1tcr though I may.
I try to proclaim constants
but am silenced by variables.
You artists suspend time
with an image and an echo,
but I cannot calculate eternity.
Only by approaching the speed of light
can I slow the incessant ticking.
But we both must bow, you and I,
to that disordered despot, Entropy.
He, who invaded my lab
and overturned my theories,
pock-marked the proud face
of the Sphinx with pollution,
yellowed the once-bold words of the bards,
and robbed old Beethoven of the joy
of hearing his last symphony.

Valerie Finan
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